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Abstract— Ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption
(CP-ABE) is a promising cryptographic technique for
fine-grained access control of outsourced data in the cloud.
However, some drawbacks of key management hinder the
popularity of its application. One drawback in urgent need of
solution is the key escrow problem. We indicate that front-end
devices of clients like smart phones generally have limited privacy
protection, so if private keys are entirely held by them, clients risk
key exposure that is hardly noticed but inherently existed in
previous research. Furthermore, enormous client decryption
overhead limits the practical use of ABE. In this work, we propose
a collaborative key management protocol in CP-ABE
(CKM-CP-ABE). Our construction realizes distributed
generation, issue and storage of private keys without adding any
extra infrastructure. A fine-grained and immediate attribute
revocation is provided for key update. The proposed collaborative
mechanism effectively solves not only key escrow problem but also
key exposure. Meanwhile, it helps markedly reduce client
decryption overhead. A comparison with other representative
CP-ABE schemes demonstrates that our scheme has somewhat
better performance in terms of cloud-based outsourced data
sharing on mobile devices. Finally, we provide proof of security
for the proposed protocol.
Index Terms—Cloud data sharing, CP-ABE, Key management,
Security, fficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ITH cost-effectiveness improvements in computational
technology and large-scale networks, sharing data with
others
becomes
correspondingly
more
convenient.
Additionally, digital resources are more easily obtained via
cloud computing and storage. Since cloud data sharing requires
off-premises infrastructure that some organizations jointly
held, remote storage are somehow threatening privacy of data
owners. Therefore, enforcing the protection of personal,
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confidential and sensitive data stored in the cloud is extremely
crucial [23][25][26]. The simultaneous participation of a large
number of users requires fine-grained access control for data
sharing. Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is a promising
cryptographic primitive [21] that offers an interesting solution
to secure and flexible data sharing. ABE has an inherent
one-to-many property, which means a single key can decrypt
different ciphertexts or different keys can decrypt the same
ciphertext. There are two types of ABE, called ciphertext policy
ABE (CP-ABE) and key policy ABE (KP-ABE). For CP-ABE,
the access policy is embedded into a ciphertext and the attribute
set is embedded into a private key. For KP-ABE, the access
policy is embedded into a private key and the attribute set is
embedded into a ciphertext. CP-ABE [2] allows data owners to
define their own access policy. Anyone who wants to obtain
data must first match the access policy attribute set. Due to this
property, CP-ABE is quite suitable for the construction of
secure, fine-grained access control for cloud data sharing
[27][28].
However, there are still a lot of open challenges concerning
the practical realization of ABEs especially in terms of private
key management. For large numbers of previous ABE schemes
[2][3][4][5][6][7], the key authority must be completely
trustworthy, as it can decrypt all the ciphertext using a
generated private key without permission of its owner. This is
commonly called the key escrow problem and is an inherent
disadvantage that threatens user privacy. Together with the
growth of mobile applications, mobile cloud services [24] [31]
have been introduced as a potential trend in cloud computing.
Current research work hardly notices that mobile front-end
devices, such as smartphones, are far more vulnerable than
servers with respect to privacy protection [20]. Thus, the
vulnerability in private key protection may easily lead to the
exposure of keys to unauthorized users [30]. In addition,
current ABE key management schemes also require much
bilinear pairing calculation, exponentiation and multiplication,
especially in the decryption step [5][29]. The resulting run time
may be horribly unacceptable.
In this paper, we propose a novel collaborative key
management protocol in ciphertext policy attribute-based
encryption (CKM-CP-ABE) aiming to enhance security and
efficiency of key management in cloud data sharing system.
The main contributions are summarized as follows:
1) A novel collaborative protocol is presented. With help of
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interaction among the key authority, a cloud server and a
client who tends to access data, distributed generation,
issue and storage of private keys are realized. Thus, secure
key management is guaranteed without adding any extra
physical infrastructure, which is more easy to deploy
compared with previous multi-authority schemes.
2) We introduce attribute groups to build the private key
update algorithm. A unique attribute group key is allocated
to each attribute group that contains clients who share the
same attribute. Via updating attribute group key, a
fine-grained and immediate attribute revocation is
provided.
3) We indicate that not only key escrow problem but also key
exposure is threatening the confidentiality of private keys,
which is hardly noticed in previous research. Compared to
previous key management protocols for attribute-based
data sharing system in cloud, our proposed protocol
effectively addresses both two problems by its
collaborative key management. Finally, we provide proof
of security for the proposed protocol.
4) The collaborative mechanism helps markedly reduce client
decryption overhead by employing a decryption server to
execute most of decryption while leave no knowledge
about information to it.
The rest of paper is organized as follow: We review previous
work on ABE primitives and their applications in Section II,
give essential preliminaries in Section III, present the
CKM-CP-ABE model for cloud data sharing in Section IV,
propose main key management algorithm in Section V, provide
comprehensive analysis on the security and efficiency of
CKM-CP-ABE in Section VI, and draw conclusion and
highlight our future work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In 2005, Sahai and Waters [1] proposed a fuzzy
identity-based encryption (FIBE) based on classic
identity-based encryption. The identity of a receiver is
represented by a set of attributes, which is embedded into
his/her private key. If and only if the distance between the
attribute set of receiver and the one of sender is shorter than a
threshold, a receiver can extract the plaintext correctly. Since
FIBE indicated some many key features of ABE, it laid a
theoretical foundation of subsequent research into ABE. In
2006, Goyal et al. [21] proposed a formal definition of ABE.
By introducing access tree, they built a fine-grained access
policy for ABE. The research work indicated that their
construction based on FIBE is a key policy ABE (KP-ABE),
which means each private key is associated with an access
policy and each ciphertext is associated with a set of attributes.
There must be another type of ABE called ciphertext policy
ABE (CP-ABE). For CP-ABE, each ciphertext is associated
with an access policy and each private key is associated with a
set of attributes. Inspired by reference [21], Bethencourt et al.
[2] proposed a concrete construction of CP-ABE, in which a
data sender can flexibly define the access policy before data is
encrypted. Consequently, their CP-ABE guarantees not only
data confidentiality but also realization of autonomic access

control. The research demonstrated that CP-ABE is more
suitable for construction of data outsourced system than
KP-ABE. Cheung and Newport [13] proposed a novel access
tree contain only AND gates with positive and negative
attributes to enhance expressiveness of ABE access policy. At
mean time, they introduced one-time signature to prove that
their CP-ABE is secure under chosen ciphertext attacks
(CPA-secure) with the reduction to Decisional Bilinear
Diffie-Hellman Assumption (DBDH).
Attrapadung et al. [3] investigated ABEs’ revocation and
proposed a hybrid-revocable attribute-based encryption
(HR-ABE) with the combination of direct and indirect
revocation. When implementing encryption, each data sander is
allowed to select which revocable scheme is used that combine
advantages of both methods. Noting that its hybrid revocation
has no effect on decryption although each data receiver has
only one private key. Based on Bethencourt et al.’s CP-ABE
[2], Hur et al. [14] proposed a novel attribute-based access
control with fine-grained key update mechanism by introducing
attribute group key. Their efficient scheme supports more
flexible attribute revocation and user revocation, which
enhanced forward and backward secrecy. Chandar et al. [11]
concentrate their work on efficiency of revocation and
proposed a hierarchical ABE (HABE). In their construction,
lazy re-encryption was introduced so that only message to be
updated will be re-encrypted. The analysis demonstrated
HABE markedly reduces global computation overhead for
attribute revocation and user revocation.
Waters [4] proposed a high efficient CP-ABE that first
makes ciphertext size, encryption time and decryption time
increase linearly with the complexity of access policy. In
addition, the proposed scheme is proven to be selectively
secure with the reduction to Decisional Parallel Bilinear
Diffie-Hellman Exponent Assumption (DPBDHE). Green et al.
[5] indicated that ciphertext size and decryption cost are major
drawbacks of practical ABE applications. To overcome these
problems, they proposed a novel ABE with outsourced
decryption (OD-ABE) for both CP-ABE and KP-ABE that sets
a proxy server for executing most of decrypting computation.
When implementing decryption, a data receiver transfers a
transform key and the ciphertext to a proxy server and receives
a ElGamal style ciphertext. Subsequently, the plaintext can be
extracted via very simple computation by the data receiver.
With the potential trend of mobile cloud service, applying
outsourced decryption scheme markedly optimizes user
experience. Lai et al. [6] proposed an attribute-based
encryption with verifiable outsourced decryption (VOD-ABE).
In OD-ABE, the untrusted proxy server risks the confidentiality
of ciphertext and transform keys. Furthermore, wrong
computation may result in unavailability of the whole system.
Their research work demonstrated the necessity of a proposed
security requirement for OD-ABE called outsourcing
verifiability. Lin et al. [7] proposed an improved VOD-ABE
based on key encapsulation mechanism (KEM). Their
experiment demonstrated that ciphertext size, cost of
encryption and decryption are nearly half of those in Lai et al.’s
constructions [6].
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Chase et al. [8] proposed a novel key generation algorithm
based on multi-authority ABE. They assume that central
authority in previous multi-authority ABEs is semi-trusted so
that can extract plaintext without permission of other
authorities and users. The proposed algorithm requires
interactions among central authority and other authorities to
jointly generate keys with their master secrets so that the key
escrow problem can be addressed. Pletea et al. [32] introduced
a concept of hierarchical generalized attributes based on the
global attribute collection, and proposed a hierarchical
multi-authority mechanism for CP-ABE. When a user defines a
access structure and requests data encryption, each key
generation center (KGA) generates corresponding access
policy and private key of its level so that security of key
management is guaranteed even there exist a compromised
KGA engaged in key issuing. Xu et al. [33] proposed a proxy
re-encryption scheme for multi-authority ABE to realize
efficient and fine-grained revocation. For key management in
their scheme, access policies defined by users are mapped to a
weighted access list, which reduces computation overhead
during generating and issuing private keys. Zhang et al. [9] first
introduced a third infrastructure in single-authority KP-ABE to
solve key escrow problem. Its interaction overhead for key
generation is far lighter than previous escrow-free
multi-authority schemes. Hur [10] proposed a secure and
efficient attribute-based data sharing system. Without adding
any infrastructure, they provided a novel solution to key escrow
problem in single-authority system by introducing two-party
computation (2PC) between key generation center and data
storing center. Easwormoorthy et al. [34] presented a key
management infrastructure (KMI) for personal health records
(PHR) cloud. They defined a private domain and a public
domain to respectively share PHR with different users. In
private domain, multi-authority CP-ABE is introduced for
efficient access control of large number of users based on their
profession roles. In public domain, decentralized KP-ABE for
delegating access right to several users that are personally
associated with PHR owners. Their proposed KMI aims to
realize highly efficient attribute revocation and user revocation.
Oualha et al. [35] indicated that despite tremendous
computation resources are needed in ABE, lots of heavy
computation can be done in advance. Considering limitation of
energy and computation of nodes in Internet of Things, they
proposed a novel CP-ABE by introducing a pre-computation
technique, which computes and stores some essential elements
before encryption occurs. Although real-time computation
overhead is markedly decreased, their scheme requires trusted
entities to store elements. Furthermore, trusted channels are
also required to securely transfer those elements to desired
nodes.
As mentioned above, previous schemes of key management
in attribute-based data sharing system mainly focuses on key
update, proxy re-encryption and outsourced decryption. Some
research demonstrated untrusted key authority may lead to key
escrow problem and provided corresponding solutions.
However, little research notices that if authority is untrusted,
front-end devices especially mobile ones must be far more
untrusted than it because they are inherently vulnerable to
illegal access. If private keys are still entirely stored in

front-end devices, a worse problem called key exposure occurs
threatening confidentiality of private keys. In addition, most of
attribute-based data sharing schemes enhanced security of key
management at the cost of decryption overhead of data
receivers. Therefore, we are not satisfied with previous
schemes of key management in terms of either security or
efficiency.
III. PRELIMINARIES
A. Bilinear Pairings
Let 1 and  2 be two multiplicative cyclic groups with
prime order p , and let g be a generator. The map

e : 1 1   2 is a bilinear map if the following two
properties hold:
1) Bilinearity: For arbitrary u, v  1 and a, b  Z *p , we have

e(u a , vb )  e(u, v)ab .
2) Non-degeneracy: There exists a generator g of 1 such
that e( g , g )  1 holds.
Note that e is a symmetric
e(u x , v y )  e(u, v) xy  e(u y , v x ) .

map,

that

is,

B. Linear Secret Sharing Scheme
Linear secret sharing scheme (LSSS) is an effective tool for
building an access structure. We adopt the formal definition
from [3] below:
Definition 1 (Access Structure): Let P  { p1 , p2 ,, pm }
be a set of participants. A collection   2 P is monotone if for
arbitrary B and C we have that B   and B  C , and
C   holds. An access structure (monotone access structure)
is a collection (monotone collection)   2 P \{} . We call
sets in  authorized sets, and sets not in  unauthorized sets.
Definition 2 (Linear Secret sharing scheme): Let P be a
set of participants and M be a matrix with m rows and d
columns. The map  :{1, 2,, m}  P associates each row
with one participant for labeling. A secret sharing scheme 
over P for access structure  is a linear secret sharing scheme
in Z *p represented by ( M ,  ) if it consists of two
polynomial-time algorithms:
1) Share( M ,  ) ：The share algorithm takes s  Z *p as an
input secret to be shared. Share randomly chooses a group
of elements y2 , y3 ,, yd  Z *p and generates a column
vector v  ( s, y2 , y3 ,, yd ) . Then, it outputs M  v as a
vector that l participants share such that they each possess
an element. We define M i as the ith row in M so that

 (i )  M i  v is the element belonging to participant  (i) .
2)

Recovery ( S ) ：The recovery algorithm takes a set S of
participants as input. We define a set I  {i |  (i)  S} . If
S   , there exists a group of constants {i | i  I } , which
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has a linear property:

 iI i   (i )  s

We can utilize this property to recover the secret. By
contrast, if S   , the recovery algorithm can by no means
recover s .
C. Complexity Assumption
Our model is based on the following complexity assumption:
Definition 3 (Discrete Logarithm Assumption): Given
two elements P, Q  1 , no probabilistic polynomial-time

algorithm can find an integer n  Z *p with a non-negligible
advantage for which the following holds:
Q  Pn
Definition 4 (Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
Assumption): For an arbitrary group of exponents a, b, c  Z *p ,
given a tuple ( g , g a , g b , g c , z ) , no probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithm can distinguish the following two
tuples with a non-negligible advantage:
( A  g a , B  g b , C  g c , e( g , g ) abc )

( A  g a , B  g b , C  g c , e( g , g ) z )
IV. MODEL OF CKM-CP-ABE FOR CLOUD DATA-SHARING
The model of our system is shown in Fig. 1. As depicted, five
entities are involved in cloud data sharing:
1) Client：A client (CL) is a user who intends to access data in
cloud storage via front-end devices. With the potential
trend of mobile cloud services, mobile devices are the
majority of front-end deices. If the CL’s attribute set
satisfies an access policy associated with ciphertext, the
CL will be allowed to acquire plaintext. We assume that
most mobile devices are performance-restrained, so CLs
may be in danger of suffering key exposure.
2) Key Authority ： The key authority (KA) is a vital
component in the system. The KA is responsible for most
calculating tasks, including key generation, key update,
etc. We assume that the KA is semi-trusted in our system,
meaning it is curious about the value of plaintext but has no
intention of tampering with it.
3) Cloud Server：A cloud server (CS) is responsible for
cloud storage management. All the data to be shared is in
the control of the CS. We assume that any CS is
semi-trusted.
4) Decryption Server ： The decryption server (DS) has
powerful computing capabilities. It undertakes and isolates
the most, but not all task of decryption. We assume that the
DS is semi-trusted and the DS access channel is insecure,
because it is sufficient for CKM-CP-ABE to guarantee
data security, which will be demonstrated in Section IV.
5) Data Owner： A data owner (DO) is an authorized user in
the system who possesses data to be uploaded. DOs define
their own explicit access policies so that only desirable
CLs are granted permission to obtain plaintext.
We assume that all entities involved in data sharing does not

collude with each other to access data illegally, otherwise the
scheme will be unavailable and meaningless. In our model,
attributes are authenticated by the KA. All granted attributes
are represented by a group of random elements included in
public parameters, which is generated by the KA in
collaboration with a CS. Let params be public parameters.
When a DO intends to share data, it encrypts the data using
params sent to form the initial ciphertext CTinit and uploads it
to the KA. The KA re-encrypts the initial ciphertext to form the
ultimate ciphertext CTulti , which is sent to and stored in a CS.
According to the CL’s attribute set S  {1 , 2 ,3 ,} , the key
management protocol helps to simultaneously and secretly
generate three different components of the private key, namely,
CPK1 , CPK 2 and CPK3 , each of which is kept by one of KA,
CS or CL. Once asked for data stored in the cloud, the DS
receives CPK1 and CPK 2 to transform CTulti to CT  .
Eventually, the CL extracts the plaintext  from CT  by its
CPK3 .
For our proposed CKM-CP-ABE for cloud data-sharing,
only by the combination of all three private key components
can plaintext be extracted from the ultimate ciphertext. It means
a CL requires collaboration with the KA and CS for decrypt
ciphertext.
V. MAIN KEY MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM
For clarity, we provide some notation from [2]: Define the
universe of all system CLs as U  {u1 , u2 ,, un } and the
universe of all granted attributes as L  {1 , 2 ,, m } . Let

Gt  U be an attribute group of CLs who share  t . Let

K t  Z *p be an attribute group key associated with Gt . Let
  {Gt | t  L} be the collection of all attribute groups and
  {K t | t  L} be the collection of all attribute group keys.
Our CKM-CP-ABE scheme consists of six algorithms whose
details follow.
A. Setup

Let k be a security parameter. 1 and  2 are two
multiplicative cyclic groups with prime order p . Let g be a
generator of 1 . Define two random oracles:

H :{0,1}*  1
H1 :  2  Z *p
The setup algorithm takes as input the security parameter k
and the universe L . It returns a group of public parameters. It
consists of the three following steps:
1) TrustSetup(1k , L) : The trust launcher selects a group of
random

elements

h1 , h2 ,, hm R 1

.

For

each

t  {1, 2,, m} , the element ht corresponds with an
authorized attribute  t . The trust launcher then outputs the
public parameter:
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Fig. 1. The model of CKM-CP-ABE for cloud data sharing.

PP  {g , h1 , h2 ,, hm , H , H1}
2)

input the public parameters params  ( PP, PPka , PPcs ) , an

KASetup : The KA chooses a random exponent q R Z

*
p

as a master secret and computes a public parameter g q , by
the following:
( MK ka  q, PPka  g q )
3)

*
CSSetup : The CS chooses a random exponent  R Z p .





Then, it computes g and e( g , g )
secret/public parameter pair, that is:
( MK cs  g  , PPcs  e( g , g ) )

as a master

Let params  ( PP, PPka , PPcs ) be public parameters output
by the setup algorithm. As mentioned in reference [10], PP is
theoretically selected by a trust launcher before the
initialization of the scheme. For our CKM-CP-ABE, we
maintain the trust setup algorithm run by a trust launcher to
keep theoretical correctness. In practical realization, since PP
does not contain any sensitive knowledge, it is not very
necessary to care about its generation for confidentiality.
However, global consistency should be guaranteed by the
appointment of the KA to generate and broadcast PP .
B. Key Generation
The key generation algorithm, which is run by the KA, takes
as input the public parameter PP and a CL’s attribute set S .
Then, the KA chooses a random exponent  R Z *p . Then, the

key generation algorithm outputs the initial key as follows:
PKinit  ( g , x  S : hx )
The initial key is kept by the KA for subsequent private key
updates.
C. Encryption
The encryption algorithm, which is run by the DO, takes as

access structure  and plaintext  . Meanwhile, the DO
generates a random vector v  ( s, y2 , y3 ,, yd ) and a linear
secret sharing scheme ( M ,  ) associated with  to calculate

i  v  M i for each ui  U . Then, the DO outputs the initial
ciphertext:

CTinit  (( M ,  ), C    e( g , g ) s ,
C  g s , t   : Ct*  g qt h(st ) )
D. Re-encryption
The re-encryption algorithm, which is run by the CS, takes as
input the public parameters params  ( PP, PPka , PPcs ) , the

initial ciphertext CTinit , and the collection of attribute groups
 . We adopt the attribute group-based algorithm of [10] to
re-encrypt the initial ciphertext. On receiving CTinit and  , the
CS selects two random exponents  ,  R Z *p and generates a
set of attribute group keys  . Each CL uk   has a unique
constant identity code, labeled IDk  {0,1}* , regardless of
attribute set changes. Subsequently, CS executes the following
steps:
1) Compute Qk  H ( IDk ) and the cloud server session key of
cloud server SK  g  . Then, generate the element

xk  H1 (e(Qk , SK )) of uk .
2) For each Gt  , construct a corresponding polynomial
function f t ( x )   i 1 ( x  xi )   i  0 ai x i (mod p ) , where
v

v

v represents the number of CLs in Gt .
3) Define the tuple {P0 , P1 ,, Pv }  {g a0 , g a1 ,, g av } and
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select a random R R Z *p to compute:

Hdrt  ( K t  P0R , P1R ,, PvR )
4) Build a header message as follows:
Hdr  ( g  ,  , Gt   : Hdrt )
5) Compute H ( IDk ) as the session key of uk .
6) Compute the ultimate ciphertext as follows:
CT  (( M ,  ), C    e( g , g ) s ,

C  g s , t   : Ct  ( g qt h(st ) ) Kt )
CTulti  ( Hdr , CT )
The ultimate ciphertext is stored in the cloud. Once an access
query is received, the CS will launch a retrieval. The goal of the
re-encryption algorithm is realizing effective attribute
revocation. More detail is provided in Section VI.
E. Private Key Update
The private key update algorithm, which is the principal
innovation of CKM-CP-ABE, takes as input the parameters
params  ( PP, PPka , PPcs ) and the initial key PKinit . For this
algorithm, the collaborative key management protocol is
implemented to generate and distribute three different private
key components. The protocol consists of two sub-protocols.
The flows of the first sub-protocol are presented in Fig. 2.

we have omitted the statement being proved for simplicity.
Schnorr protocol can be used to prove knowledge about
statements efficiently.
Theorem 1. The above computation for generating private
key component g   q is a secure protocol, assuming the
underlying arithmetic 2PC and zero knowledge proofs are
secure.
Proof. We provide the proof of theorem 1 in Section VI.
Note that after the above process, the CS holds K  and the
KA possesses the initial key PKinit . These two facts are crucial
to the proposed second sub-protocol that involves the KA, CS,
and CL. We present flows of the second sub-protocol in Fig. 3.
As depicted in Fig. 3, the computation is as follows:
1) The CS randomly selects r1 , 1 R Z *p as its private input,
and the KA randomly selects r2 ,  2 R Z *p as its private
input.
2) The protocol returns private output y  (r1  r2 )1 2 to
both KA and CS.
3) The CS selects random exponent  R Z *p and returns

X 1  ( K ) y  to the KA.
2

4) The KA returns Y1  X 11  2 to the CS.
2

5) The CS outputs K  Y1 1 as its component of the private
key.
6) The KA selects random exponent  R Z *p and returns

X 2  ( g  ) y  and x  S : X x  (hx ) y  to the CS.
2

2

7) The CS returns Y2  X 21 1 and x  S : Yx  X 1x 1 to the
KA.
8) The KA outputs D  Y2

 22

and x  S : Dx  Yx

 22

.

9) The protocol secretly sends (r1  r2 ) 1 2 to the CL as its
component of the private key.
Thus, the components of the private key are:
CPK1  ( K  ( g   q )( r1  r2 ) 1 2 )

Fig. 2. The first sub-protocol flows.

Based on two party computation (2PC) [8][19], the first
sub-protocol involves the KA and CS in the following simple
arithmetic computation:
1) The KA chooses a consistent random exponent  R Z *p .
2) The CS and KA engage in a secure 2PC, in which CS’s
input is  and KA’s input is (q, ) . The 2PC returns a
private output x  ( q   ) q to CS.
3) The CS chooses a random  R Z *p and returns A  g x 
to the KA.
2

4) The KA computes B  Aq and sends it to the CS.
5) The CS obtains an initial key component by computing
K   B  g   q .
As the depicted interactions in Fig. 2, PoK () represents a
proof of knowledge of the secret, used in calculations. Here,

CPK 2  ( D  ( g )( r1  r2 ) 1 2 , x  S : Dx  (hx )( r1  r2 ) 1 2 )
CPK3  (r1  r2 ) 1 2
As shown above, CPK1 and CPK 2 are, respectively, kept
by the KA and CS, while CPK3 is held by the CL. All private
key component generation and transmission is executed under
the collaborative key management protocol. Neither KA nor
CL can decrypt ciphertext on their own due to the proposed
collaborative key management protocol. Thus, not only does
our scheme avoid the key escrow problem, but it also helps
prevent the key exposure.
Theorem 2. The second sub-protocol for generating all
private key components is a secure protocol, assuming the first
sub-protocol is secure.
Proof. The proof of theorem 2 is provided in Section VI.
This proof is based on the proof of theorem 1.
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Fig. 3. The second sub-protocol flows.

F. Decryption
The decryption algorithm takes as input CL’s attribute set S
, the ultimate ciphertext CTulti , and all private key components

VI. COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS
TABLE I
NOTATIONS RELEVANT TO EFFICIENCY COMPARISON

(CPK1 , CPK 2 , CPK 3 ) . On receiving a decryption query from a

Symbol

CL uk , the KA and CS send their private key components to
the DS. Then, the CS helps the DS retrieve the session key of
uk and the ultimate ciphertext CTulti from cloud storage. For
each attribute group key in the set {K t | t  S} , the
following computation is executed:
H1 (e( g  , H ( IDk ) ))  xk
v

( t )S

Kt 1 Kt
s
 (t )

(e(( g h

( e( g , g )
( t )S

)

 ( r1  r2 ) 1 2

, (g )



Size of an access structure

*
p

ST

SG
Cp

(e(Ct1 Kt , D)  e(C , D (t ) ))t
qt

Size of an element in  2

S
v

i

After obtaining Kt , the DS extracts an element T0 as
( t )S

Size of an element in  1

2



follows:


 
 

1

Z
m

K t  P0R  i 1 Pi R  xk  K t

( r1  r2 ) 1 2

 (t )

)  e( g , ( h
s

)

qt ( r1  r2 ) 1 2 t

)

 e( g , g ) qs ( r1  r2 ) 1 2

t

))

Definition

Size of an element in Z *p
Sum of all authorized attribute in system
Sum of attributes in an access structure
Sum of attributes held by a CL
Sum of CLs in an attribute group
Sum of threshold value of all “AND” gates in an access tree
Sum of gates in an access tree
A calculation of pairing

Ch

A calculation of hash function

Ce

A calculation of exponentiation

Cm

A calculation of multiplication

Cd

A calculation of division

In our analysis, we use notation shown in Table. I.

=T0
Next, it extracts another element

T1 as follows:

e(C , K ) T0
 e( g s , ( g   q )( r1  r2 ) 1 2 ) e( g , g ) qs ( r1  r2 ) 1 2
 e( g , g ) s ( r1  r2 ) 1 2
 T1
After that, it sends T1 to uk . Then, uk obtains plaintext via
the following easy computation:
C T11 2 ( r1  r2 )

   e( g , g ) s (e( g , g ) s ( r1  r2 ) 1 2 )1 2


( r1  r2 )

A. Security Requirements
1) Data confidentiality
For the CKM-CP-ABE model, we assume that all entities
involved in data sharing are semi-trusted but do not collude
with each other to access data illegally. Since the semi-trusted
KA and CS are honest but curious about plaintext, the shared
data should be kept secret from them as well as from
unauthorized CLs.
In our scheme, the KA receives the initial ciphertext from the
DO and generates the initial key corresponding to the attribute
set of the CL, similar to what the key generation center should
do in [2] and [5]. However, the KA cannot decrypt the initial
ciphertext using the initial key, since other indispensable
secrets are kept by the CS that the KA does not know. Thus, it is
impossible for the KA to obtain plaintext by itself. Similarly,
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the CS is also unable to extract data from ciphertext on its own.
The DS transforms the ultimate ciphertext to semi-decrypted
ciphertext, which is constant-size and shorter than the ultimate
ciphertext. The semi-decrypted ciphertext is considered to be
ElGamal encrypted. During the transformation, the DS cannot
acquire any knowledge about the data. Thus, data security is
guaranteed although the DS is semi-trusted and the DS access
channel is insecure.
Furthermore, it is trivially guaranteed that outside visitors
have no access to plaintext. Any CL that does not hold
authorized attributes cannot extract adequate attribute group
keys to obtain T0 and T1 . Accordingly, such a CL cannot
recover the value of e( g , g ) s . Consequently, decryption does
not work correctly with fewer than three distinct private key
components.
2) Backward and forward secrecy
The first ABE key revocation mechanism was proposed by
Bethencourt et al. [2]. A timed mechanism associates a
validation time with each attribute [28]. It is impractical,
however, to attach the exact expiration time to each attribute of
each CL. Additionally, the timed mechanism fails to guarantee
backward and forward secrecy [22]. Green et al. [5] mainly
concentrated on decryption efficiency while ignoring
revocation block construction. Based on Bethencourt et al.’s
process [2], Hur [10] and Xiong et al. [17] adopted an attribute
group mechanism to realize immediate revocation. For
CKM-CP-ABE, we introduce a scheme inspired by [10] to
guarantee backward and forward secrecy.
Once a CL obtains a new attribute, the KA updates the
corresponding attribute group key. Then, it embeds the newly
rebuilt head message into the ciphertext. Finally, all CLs in the
new attribute group obtain new private key components. Even
if this CL possesses ciphertext encrypted before acquiring this
attribute, it cannot be correctly decrypted by this CL. Thus,
backward secrecy can be guaranteed.
If some CLs lose an attribute, the KA will update the
attribute group list at once. Then, the cloud server immediately
updates the corresponding set of attribute group keys for
re-encrypting ciphertext by rebuilding the head message. Later,
the collaborative key management protocol distributes updated
private key components. For ciphertext accessible only to those
who hold this attribute, those who no longer possess this
attribute can by no means extract any information from the
ciphertext. Thus, forward secrecy can be guaranteed as well.
3) Collusion resistance
In ABE, when unauthorized users succeed in recovering the
master secret via their collusion, they can extract the plaintext.
Taking the one-to-many property into account, it is necessary
for ABEs to construct an effective mechanism against a
collusion attack. Current ABEs can trivially deter unauthorized
users from illegal collusion to gain knowledge by embedding a
randomized secret into the private key of each user
[7][18][21][29]. In CKM-CP-ABE, each private key is
randomized by inserting a unique random  . Even if CLs
combine their keys, they still cannot recover e( g , g ) s .
Therefore, the proposed scheme can inherently defend against

collusion attack.
4) Key escrow free
In most ABEs (e.g. [2][3][3][5][6][7][29]), the key authority
must be fully trusted, since it has absolute power to generate the
private keys of all users. Accordingly, the KA can also decrypt
all the ciphertext by using generated private keys without the
users’ permission. This is the so-called key escrow problem,
which is an inherent flaw threatening privacy of global users.
Inspired by [8] and [10], we consider the KA semi-trusted,
which means it tries to extract the value of plaintext but has no
malicious intent. In the CKM-CP-ABE, since  and (q, )
are, respectively, kept by the KA and CS in secret, it is
impossible for the KA alone to extract any information from
ciphertext. Consequently, our CKM-CP-ABE perfectly address
the key escrow problem.
5) Key exposure free
The use of cloud storage services for easy backup and access
across multiple devices is getting popular with the increase in
mobile devices on the Internet [24]. Nevertheless, this trend is
not accompanied by a comparable increase in mobile security
protection. Mobile devices, such as smartphones, are far
inferior to cloud storage servers in privacy protection [20],
which may lead to the exposure of users’ private keys stored in
these devices. In the CKM-CP-ABE model, a CL’s private key
consists of three parts, generated and held, respectively, by the
KA, CS, and CL. Possession of anything less than all three of
these components causes decryption failure. Thus, it effectively
addresses key exposure. Noting that among [2][5][10] and the
proposed CKM-CP-ABE, only CKM-CP-ABE can prevent key
exposure.
B. Revocation
When a CL loses an attribute, e.g.,  l , the proposed
CKM-CP-ABE will immediately execute the revoking
operation. At the beginning of revocation, the KA updates the
attribute group from  to   . The CS runs the re-encryption
algorithm upon receiving (CTinit ,  ) . The CS promptly updates
the attribute group key of Gl :

K l  K l
The updated attribute group key set is
  {Kl, t  L \{t }: Kt }
Let v  represent the number of CLs in Gl . For Gl , the
reconstructed polynomial function is
f l ( x )   i 1 ( x  xi )   i  0 aix i (mod p )
v

v

Subsequently, re-encryption selects a new random R R Z *p
to build a new header message as follows:

{P0 , P1 ,, Pv }  {g a0 , g a1 ,, g av }
Hdrl  {K l  P0R , P1R ,, PvR }
Hdr   { g  , Hdrl , Gt   \ {Gl } : Hdrt }

Next, the ultimate ciphertext is updated:
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CT   (( M ,  ), C    e( g , g ) s , C  g s , Cl  ( g ql h(sl ) ) Kl ,
t  L \{l }: Ct  ( g qt h(sl ) ) Kt )
  ( Hdr , CT )
CTulti
Finally, the second sub-protocol is implemented to update
the private key components:
CPK1  ( K  ( g   q )( r1 r2 )  2 2 )
CPK 2  ( D  ( g  )( r1 r2 )  2  2 , Dl  (hl )( r1 r2 )  2 2 ,
x  S \ {l}: Dx  (hx )( r1 r2 )  2 2 )

CPK 3  (r1  r2)  2 2
C. Efficiency
In terms of efficiency, we compare the proposed
CKM-CP-ABE with other representative ABE variants detailed
in methods of Bethencourt et al. [2], Green et al. [5], and Hur
[10]. We summarize the efficiency comparison with respect to
public key, ciphertext, and private key size in Table. II. For
CKM-CP-ABE, the public key size is (  1) 1   2 , which
is larger than those of other schemes because our key requires a
tuple of random elements h1 , h2 , , hm respectively associated
with each authorized attribute. The CKM-CP-ABE ciphertext
size is (  1) 1   2   , which is the smallest among the
compared schemes. Similar to Green et al.’s [2] scheme, the
private key size of CKM-CP-ABE is Z *p  ( S  2)  1 , in
which the number of elements in 1 is less than in the methods
of Bethencourt et al. [2] and Hur [10].
The comparison of total decryption overhead and client
decryption overhead for each method is presented in Table. III.
Enormous computation overhead is known to be an ABE
bottleneck. Mass calculations of pairings are the main

contributors to this computation load. Similar to other schemes
[2][5][10], CKM-CP-ABE has heavy total decryption overhead.
Introducing the attribute group mechanism adds more
exponentiation and multiplication calculation to our scheme.
Due to the collaborative mechanism, however, we decrease
client decryption overhead dramatically. Authorized CLs in our
scheme require only one exponentiation calculation and one
division calculation because the DS undertakes enormous
computation without any knowledge leakage. Differed from [5],
CKM-CP-ABE not only outsources decryption but also
provides a collaborative mechanism with reliable security.
D. Security Proof
1) Proof of Theorem 1
We demonstrate the security of the first sub-protocol by
examining the cases of a corrupt CS and corrupt KA separately.
For a corrupt CS, the simulator Simka proceeds as follows:
The arithmetic 2PC extracts  from CS in preparation for
obtaining x  ( q   ) q . Then, a random x R Z *p is
selected and sent to the arithmetic 2PC simulator. Note that it is
correctly distributed, since there exists an q such that

x  ( q   ) q for any x ,  , and  . Then, the random x is
transmitted to the adversary. Next, Simka receives A from the
corrupt CS with the corresponding zero knowledge proof. After
that, we extract  from the proof system with the extractor and
send a random B R 1 to the corrupt CS. Finally,  is sent to
the trusted party for computation of K  , which is returned to
the KA.
Now consider a hybrid simulator Hybka that takes as input
q and  from the KA. It computes x  ( q   ) q using the

arithmetic 2PC simulator as described above. If ( q   ) q

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF SIZE OF PUBLIC KEY, PRIVATE KEY, AND CIPHERTEXT
System

Public key size

Ciphertext size

Private key size

[2]

1   2

(2  1) 1   2   3

(2 S  1)  1

[5]

1   2

(2  1) 1   2   3

Z *p  ( S  2) 1

[10]

1   2

(2  1) 1   2   3

(2 S  2) 1

CKM-CP-ABE

(  1) 1   2

(  1) 1   2   3

Z *p  ( S  2) 1

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF DECRYPTION OVERHEAD
System
[2]
[5]
[10]
CKM-CP-ABE

Decryption overhead

Ch

Cp

Ce

Cm

Cd

Total

0

ST  SG

0

21
21

ST

Client

ST

ST  SG

Total

0

S 2

2 S 1

2 S 1

Client
Total

0

0

1

0

2 S 2

ST  v

ST  SG  v

2 S 2

ST  v

ST  SG  v

Total

1
1
1

2 S 2

2 S  v 1

2 S  v 1

2
2
2
1
2
2
2

Client

0

0

1

0

1

Client
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corresponding to  is correctly computed, the 2PC simulator
runs as the real 2PC does. In the real protocol, q and  are
randomly picked so that x is uniformly distributed over Z *p
and B is uniformly distributed over 1 . Thus, the x and B
generated in Simka are distributed identically to those in Hybka
. Assuming security of the proof of knowledge is guaranteed,
Hybka should be indistinguishable from Simka .
For a corrupt KA, the simulator Simcs proceeds as follows:

Accordingly, the two opposing directions of secret sharing can
be regarded as independent. We slightly modify the second
sub-protocol by splitting it into two independent phases. We
define the simulator Simsec of the second sub-protocol as
presented in Fig. 4.
As is depicted, both phase one and phase two can be viewed
as analogous to the first sub-protocol. Phase one receives
random exponents r1 , r2 , 1 ,  2 R Z *p from the CS and KA,

The arithmetic 2PC simulator calculates ( q   ) q and

then executes a secure interaction for computing
K  ( g   q )( r1  r2 ) 1 2 . Phase two receives random exponents

 . Then, a random value A R 1 is chosen and sent

b1 , b2 , 1 , 2 R Z *p from the CS and KA, then executes a secure

extracts

to the corrupt KA. When Simcs receives B from the
adversary, the arithmetic 2PC extracts and sends q to the
trusted party, which computes K   g   q . Finally, K  is
transferred to the CS as private output.
Now consider a hybrid simulator Hybcs that takes as input the
secret  . It first runs the arithmetic 2PC simulator to compute
x . If this protocol provides the correct output value of q and
 , the simulator executes all steps as in the real protocol. This
is totally indistinguishable from the real process aided by
arithmetic 2PC security. Regardless of whether the real
protocol or the simulator is used, A is distributed uniformly
over 1 since  is chosen at random. Thus, the values of x
and A generated by Simcs are distributed identically to those
in Hybcs . Assuming the proof of knowledge is secure, Hybcs
should be indistinguishable from Simcs .
Thus, we conclude that our first sub-protocol is secure.
2) Proof of Theorem 2
To prove theorem 2 efficiently, we need to modify the
second sub-protocol slightly to build a simulator. If we assume
that the CS and KA both obtain the secret y via 2PC but do
not ascertain what secret the other entity obtains, then neither
has the advantage of guessing the other’s secret knowledge.

interaction

to

compute

 (b1  b2 ) 1 2

x  S : Dx  (hx )

D  ( g )

( b1  b2 ) 1 2

and

.

For phase one, the simulator Sim1 proceeds as in the proof
of theorem 1 for the cases of corrupt CS and KA. Now consider
the hybrid simulator Hyb1 . If this protocol provides correct
outputs, the all steps are completely executed as in the real
protocol. So, the hybrid simulator is totally indistinguishable
from the real one aided by arithmetic 2PC security.
For phase two, the simulator Sim2 also proceeds as in the
proof of theorem 1 for the cases of corrupt CS and KA. For the
hybrid simulator Hyb2 , if this protocol provides correct output
values, it completely executes all steps as in the real protocol.
So, the hybrid simulator is totally indistinguishable from the
real one aided by arithmetic 2PC security.
Based on this analysis, we consider the hybrid simulator
Hybsec . When 2PC provides the private secret of both entities,
the hybrid simulator correctly computes the value of y and
then executes exactly as the real protocol does. Regardless of
which entity is corrupted, Hybsec will complete execution as

Simsec does. We note that it is clearly indistinguishable from
the real protocol because of the independence of the secret

Fig. 4. The simulator of the second sub-protocol flows.
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sharing’s two directions and the uniform distribution of random
exponents in the real protocol.
Thus, the second sub-protocol is theoretically secure.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption is a promising
cryptographic technique to realize fine-grained access control
in secure cloud storage. In this paper, we propose a novel
collaborative key management protocol to enhance both
security and efficiency of key management in ciphertext policy
attribute-based encryption for cloud data sharing system.
Distributed key generation, issue and storage of private keys
are realized without adding any extra physical infrastructure.
We introduce attribute groups to build a private key update
algorithm for fine-grained and immediate attribute revocation.
The proposed collaborative mechanism perfectly addresses not
only key escrow problem but also a worse problem called key
exposure that previous research hardly noticed. Meanwhile it
helps to optimize clients’ user experience since only a small
amount of responsibility is taken by them for decryption. Thus,
the proposed scheme performs better in cloud data sharing
system serving massive performance-restrained front-end
devices with respect to either security or efficiency.
Our future work will build on the preliminary findings in this
work to develop the proposed scheme by reducing ciphertext
size, encryption cost and decryption cost, which are still open
problems that hinder practical application of attribute-data
sharing. Considering some specific industrial scenarios such as
personal health record access control, besides, the
expressiveness of access policy needs enhancement as well.
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